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Building Better for You

At Ashe, our mission is to provide the highest 
quality construction services to all our clients with 
the highest levels of safety. In delivering against 
this aim, we believe that success is born from 
an early involvement of the contractor in the 
construction process. It facilitates better planning, 
more opportunities for value engineering through 
improved buildability, and most importantly, ensures 
that safety is never compromised.

Our approach is to work in partnership with the 
client’s project team, end users and key project 
stakeholders. Whilst we see the staff and funders 
as an integral part of this partnership we will also 
seek to engage end users and the wider community 
in the construction experience; helping to identify 
and deliver the aspirations and expectations of all 
involved.

In delivering hundreds of projects across the home 
counties and Midlands, over many years, Ashe has 
established a supply chain that possesses a strong 
presence, a high level of reliability and a process 
for procurement that is continually evolving and 
responsive to changing environmental, resource 
and economic pressures. Our team will leverage 
this capability, drawing on their specialist expertise 
and experience to develop the most appropriate 
solution.

Robin Blake
Managing Director
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Ashe
an introduction to ashe construction
Ashe Construction enjoys a history and track record spanning more than 45 years. Founded in 1972 Ashe 
manages the design and construction of buildings for public and private sector clients. From our office 
in Hitchin, Hertfordshire we serve a great diversity of markets and industries with schemes which require 
new construction, internal and external refurbishment, alterations and fit outs. 

We aim to construct environments that enhance the lives of the people who use them and to create 
environments which result in satisfied clients whether they are international blue-chip brands, property 
developers, public sector, or commercial organisations.

While the nature and size of the schemes we work on varies enormously, they are all informed by our 
company ethos that regards the standard and quality of service we offer our clients to be paramount.

experience
Ashe has extensive experience of managing and delivering services and works on regional and client 
specific frameworks.

We believe the key to the success of our approach is the development of strong locally based teams 
supported by local supply chains. This sub-regional delivery model has allowed us to build strong links 
with clients, communities and our own supply chain members.

The “Ashe Force” supply chain is a vital part of everything we do. We have projects spread throughout 
the Midlands and south east of England serviced by an experienced and dedicated supply chain which 
helps us to deliver efficiency benefits to all our partners.  We use the knowledge and skills of a fully 
integrated local supply chain which includes sub-contractors, suppliers and consultants. We share our 
experiences, initiatives and the lessons learned from all of our collaborative partnerships.

ServinG
Home counties
& midlands
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Ashe 
innovation & technology 
Ashe has always been eager to adopt new methods of construction to improve environmental 
performance and create cost savings for its clients.

Ashe actively encourages the use of off-site and modular building technologies. We have pioneered the 
use of several systems,  which have now become commonplace. The countless benefits of sustainable 
construction have enabled us to create buildings with longevity, increased safety, reduced waste, 
reduced programme time, increased quality and reduced cost.

Over the past two years the company has spent over a quarter of a million pounds on introducing new 
systems to enhance our ability to manage the complexities of the design and construction process. As 
an example, the introduction of Workspace has been instrumental in the effective management of data 
and communication, the distribution of documentation and measurement of KPIs.

We are a REVIT enabled company, having delivered several BIM designed projects and are well versed 
in achieving other accreditations such as BREEAM. Present emphasis is on ensuring we are a cyber 
essentials accredited organisation.

design & build 
Around half of Ashe’s workload is undertaken through Design and Build contracts as a growing 
number of clients from both the public and private sectors see the benefits and reduced risks of 
asking Ashe to manage the building process for them.

With Ashe’s early involvement clients reduce their upfront costs and benefit from buildability advice 
and the shared knowledge and experience of the people who will actually manage the construction 
work. Shorter lead and programme times contribute to reduced overall costs whilst removing many 
of the risks often associated with traditional forms of contract.

Ashe has a dedicated team of Design and Build specialists who manage projects through a number 
of partnerships and framework agreements with around two thirds of the workload currently from 
private clients.

Gold Member

110£72M
2018 Group 
turnover
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Ashe 
social value
Our commitment to the Social Value Act is incorporated into our Social Value Policy and wider Corporate 
and Social Responsibility ensuring that we achieve Social Value Act compliance at both business and 
site levels.

Our management teams benchmark our business activities against our Corporate & Social 
Responsibility agenda to ensure we bring a localised approach for each project. On site our 
Sustainability Action Plans ensure our commitment and compliance is fully implemented.
Our commitment to the Act reflects our recognition that every business activity and project is a valuable 
opportunity to actively engage with members of the public such as students of local schools, colleges 
and universities: local residents and hard to reach groups: and NEETs (Not in Education, Employment, or 
Training).

Our project approach not only addresses construction, but how we ensure that by the end of the 
construction process we have created a legacy for all stakeholders involved. Our project teams 
consistently add to the construction process by engaging and educating stakeholders and the local 
community; demonstrating what it is we do, embracing them as part of the team, supporting curriculum 
activity in schools, colleges and universities. This helps ensure buy-in of the local community and 
creates ownership of every project we undertake.

charity work
In the last 5 years we have raised over 20k for local charities through employee based events where we 
encouraged participation and supported staff with subsidised entry fees and the gifting of charity days. 
In 2019 we are looking to support our charity-based clients in raising funds for them, engaging with our 
supply chain partners to ensure an integrated fund raising approach.

driving improvements
We care about our business impact on society and the environment. Innovation therefore plays a key 
role in helping us to improve the way we carry out our business. Our management team continually 
monitors our business, our peers and the wider industry to identify improvements in our approach to 
maximising social, environmental and economic sustainability.

£20K+
5
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Pagabo
why choose ashe & 
pagabo framework?

Simplicity

Using Ashe and Pagabo removes the 
complication out of procurement. The 
Framework is free to access and easy to 
use, without the need for unnecessary or 
burdensome documentation.

Transparency

No upfront payments, engagement fees 
or costs hidden within our Overhead 
and Profits. All Pagabo fees are fully 
transparent and charged as an agreed 
percentage of the overall project value.

Flexibility
Whether it’s a direct award, further 
competition, single or 2-stage, Ashe & 
Pagabo support a range of procurement 
processes driven by what will work best 
for you.

Expertise
With over 45 years experience in public 
sector procurement, we understand your 
challenges, can help spot opportunities 
and avoid any pitfalls in the process. 

Stability
Pagabo constantly monitor the financial 
stability of each contractor to ensure they 
continue to be a safe pair of hands for 
your project.

Support
Ashe and Pagabo are available to offer 
support and advice throughout your 
project, from expression of interest 
through to completion.

Value for Money
This Framework offers value for money 
with Ashe having met rigorous selection 
criteria regarding the quality of our work 
and how competitive our prices are.

ashe & pagabo facts

Project Value
£1m - £10m

Term
Until December 
2022

Type
Further Competition
Or Direct Award

Contracting Authority
The Education 
Alliance

Counties
19

Lots
2
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Pagabo
delivering real social value
Driving real, meaningful social value is at the heart of what we do at Ashe and Pagabo. 
Through our unique Social Value Calculator we are able to calculate your social, economic and 
environmental impact and the financial value, in real monetary terms, of that impact. Pagabo 
and Ashe add value through the Framework by supporting social value at the feasibility, 
business case development, planning, procurement, delivery and maintenance stages of your 
investments.

At the end of 2018, Pagabo Frameworks enabled £1,344,191,310 in social value.

And, as part of Pagabo’s ongoing account management support, they can provide you with all 
the information and tools you need to report on the social value impact of your project.

To find out more about the Pagabo social value approach please visit 
www.pagabo.co.uk/social-value

apprentices
Total - 197

Total Value
£5,432,792

new jobs
Total - 797

Total Value
£48,742,150

safeguarded 
jobs

Total - 2,986
Total Value
£183,591,167

work 
placements

Total - 556
Total Value

£654,758

national framework for medium works - ashe value 
range: £1m - £10m
OJEU Reference: 2018/S 195-440584

This fully OJEU compliant Framework can be used to commission a full range of building works 
valued between £1m to £10m.

Providing real value and competition, it includes 19 counties from Sussex to Derby and Norfolk 
to Worcestershre. 

“I’m delighted with the outcome of this ground breaking 
framework. The quality of the bids were exceptional, and 
we can now offer the public sector the very best
in standards at a local level – a bundle never before 
assembled on such a scale to SME construction 
organisations across the UK.”

Jennifer A Jewitt FCCA CPFA, Director of Finance and 
Business Development, The Education Alliance
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Further
Competition
(Two Stage)
4-6 Weeks

Direct Award
2-4 Weeks

Further
Competition 
(Single
Stage) 
8-10 Weeks

Pagabo
appointing your 
supplier
Whether it’s a Direct Award or 
Further Competition (FC), our 
Frameworks make appointing 
a supplier easier and more 
effective.

Throughout the process 
we help co-ordinate the 
appointment on your 
behalf, liaising with you, the 
contracting authority and the 
contractors.

Quality & Price 
Checks

We will supply 
contractor 

documentation, 
including tendered 

quality and price ratios.

Evaluation

We will provide 
spreadsheets 
to assist with 

the evaluation 
of the FC 

documents from 
contractors.

Business Case

We provide templates 
and assistance with 
drafting a business 

case for your chosen 
contractor.

Further 
Competition

An FC will be issued 
to all prospective 
contractors within 

the relevant Lot and 
Region. Any form 

of contract can be 
used for this such 

as NEC or JCT.

NEC Required

We will supply contractor 
documentation, including 

tendered quality and 
price ratios.

Stage One

The Stage One document 
can include:

• Quality questions
• A pre-construction 

programme
• Method statements
• Preliminaries cost/

percentage
• Agreed overheads 

and profit
• A schedule of rates
• Fees for Pre-

Construction
• Services Agreement
• CVs for 

management

 Single Stage

We’ll supply 
documentation to 

enable you to prepare an 
accurate tender.

FC documents will 
then be prepared 

and submitted by the 
relevant contractors.

Stage Two

One contractor is taken 
forward from Stage One 

as a preferred contractor 
into this Pre-Construction 

Services Agreement 
stage. The contractor 
then progresses the 
design of the project, 

formulates a project cost 
and agrees the contract 

with you.

 Client 
Access 

Agreement 
(CAA)

 Review, sign 
and return the 
CAA (available 
from Pagabo.

co.uk)

 Expression of 
Interest (EoI)

An EoI is the 
recommended route for 
early engagement with 
our trusted contractors 

and will indicate:
• Your chosen 

procurement route
• When your 

procurement will 
take place 

• When the build will 
commence

• Estimated project 
value

C
O
N
T
R
A
C
T

 A
W
A
R
D
E
D
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Ashe & Pagabo
areas of operation
Ashe lots awarded on the Pagabo medium works framework cover the majority of the south 
east and midlands of England with specific counties covered detailed on page 17. 

Ashe’s strength and depth in delivering in these areas is built upon a strong network of local 
supply chain partners, within each region, that ensure cost effective and quality driven delivery 
on every project. Coupled with strategically placed staff who have delivered consistently in 
these areas for many years we are confident of continued success in delivering excellent 
facilities for the local communities they serve.

£1m - £10m
Bedfordshire 

Berkshire
Buckinghamshire

Derbyshire
East Anglia

East & West Sussex
Essex

Herefordshire
Hertfordshire
Leicestershire

Northamptonshire
Nottinghamshire

Outer London East
Outer London North
Outer London West

Oxfordshire
Rutland
Surrey

Warwickshire
West Midlands
Worcestershire
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Red Kite Academy
SEN school with 12 classrooms, hall, hydrotherapy rooms, physiotherapy rooms, soft 
play areas, kitchen, toilets and associated access, parking, landscaping and offices.

Corby, NN18 ODD

Red Kite Academy

49 weeks

£7m

“Ashe demonstrated a great understanding of the Trust’s requirements 
by presenting alternative construction methods to enable them to meet 
their funding and delivery requirements. By employing off-site construction 
methods, Ashe were able to save both time and money for the client. 
Throughout the project Ashe never lost sight of the original design intent, 
the client-side team were often provided with alternative construction 
options at zero cost but led to an accelerated programme which benefited 
all parties. The company philosophy displayed by Ashe was a great fit 
with the client and I recommend Ashe without reservation and have just 
engaged with them on another project..”

Matt Isherwood, Brooke Weston Trust
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Graveney School
The design and build construction of a new build sixth form study block. The 800sqm 
building consists of 8 classrooms and double height independent study spaces with 
balconies and a gallery.

“Graveney School Sixth Form Block is an inspirational 
space, both teachers and students seem to thrive within 
the environment. The daylight is beautiful, abundant yet 
balanced - the combination of double-aspect teaching 
spaces, roof-lights and moments of exposed translucent 
façade of doubleskin polycarbonate, is bewitching.”

architecture.com (RIBA London Award)

London, SW17 9BU

Graveney School

43 weeks

£1.2m

RIBA
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Kingsway Campus
The design and build redevelopment of a college campus including demolition works. 
The college campus provides new and refurbished catering facilities, spaces for hair 
and beauty, media and admin. Central Bedfordshire College, LU5 4HG

69 weeks

£10m

BREEAM Excellent

Central Bedfordshire College

“I have worked with Ashe over a number of years across 
a range of different programmes from small construction 
projects to large-scale, complex, multi-million-pound 
developments.  They have an exemplar team of people 
who have always been proactive, supportive, courteous 
and extremely professional. I would be delighted to work 
with Ashe again in the future and have no hesitation in 
recommending them.”

Barry Groves, Head of Estates Central Bedfordshire College
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Hillmorton Primary 
School
The works comprised the creation of an additional seven classrooms in total. The 
project was split into two phases; phase one was the addition of two new classrooms 
and phase two included the development of a two storey unit with five new classrooms.

“Staff, children and families have praised the Ashe team and 
have enjoyed having them on site for the last 12 months. We 
would highly recommend Ashe to any potential customer as an 
outstanding service.
Your kind donation of £1000 towards books for the children will 
be a great addition to the new ‘Ashe’ library we have planned.”

Julia Kenny, Chair of Governors Hillmorton Primary School

Rugby, CV21 4PE 

38 weeks

£2.1m

Warwickshire County Council
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Virginia Water Centre
The design and build construction of a steel framed, timber and glass clad visitor 
pavilion. The works included foundations, construction of pavilion with mono pitched 
roof, mechanical & electrical installation, new WC’s, floor finishes, decoration and 
associated external works.

“What impressed me most was the professional and dedicated way 
Ashe approached the project right from the outset given that it was 
necessary to ‘come up to speed’ very quickly when we moved to a 
design and build contract.
With the back-up of your own design team we were very quickly able 
to form an effective partnership which meant that things progressed 
smoothly and efficiently. I know my own Crown Estate team have 
appreciated the positive working relationship with Ashe.”

P B Everett, Deputy Ranger The Crown Estate

Virginia Water, GU25 4QE

25 weeks

£1.4m

National Civic Trust Award

The Crown Estate Commissioners
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Shipston High School
Construction of a new two storey teaching block comprising 9 nr classrooms with 
supporting ancillary spaces, external works and all associate works.

Luton, LU3 3NT

Keech Hospice Care

40 weeks

£2m

Shipston, CV36 4DY

Shipston High School

42 weeks

£2m
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Incuba Innovation 
Centre
The design and build construction of an SME incubator and education teaching facility 
together with associated car parking and external works.

BREEAM Excellent, CCS National Site

Central Bedfordshire College, LU5 4HG

55 weeks

£3.8m

Central Bedfordshire College

“We have worked with Ashe on six projects in the last five 
years ranging from £500k up to £10m, and have found them 
to be a great, collaborative partner to work with. They are 
passionate about what they do, and are always striving to 
improve their performance on each project they undertake.”

Barry Groves, Head of Estates Central Bedfordshire College
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Royal Vets College
Development of a new indoor sports facility to provide, Sports Hall, nw gym, aerobic 
dance studio, toilets, outdoor seating, ramp, fencing, new access, cycle parking, 
changing area and associated soft and hard landscaping

Luton, LU3 3NT

Keech Hospice Care

40 weeks

£2m

Hatfield, AL9 7TA

 Royal Veterinary College

40 weeks

£4m
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Heath Mount Auditorium 
& Classroom Block
The project at Heath Mount School involved the 2-phase construction of a new 
teaching block and a performing arts auditorium. The classroom block featured curved 
internal walls, vaulted ceilings and clerestory panels. The Auditorium space featured 
eleven-metre-high panelised walls and exposed glulam roof trusses.

Watton at Stone, SG14 3NG

Heath Mount School

42 weeks

£1.7m

“We are very pleased with the look and design of the 
classrooms and auditorium building. Works on site went 
very well and we had a great relationship with Norman 
the site manager who was very accommodating and 
understanding of the issues when working within a live 
school environment. Having worked with Ashe on three 
projects through to completion, we would be more than 
happy to work with them again.”

Nikki Slowey, Bursar of Heath Mount School
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Watford Grammar 
School 
The construction of a new 3 storey STEM Centre and mechanical and electrical services 
including IT infrastructure; platform lift; localised external paving and and landscaping; 
mains services and below-ground drainage. Watford, WD18 7JF

Watford Grammar School for Boys

43 weeks

£3m

“The success of the project has been greatly assisted
by Neil’s (Ashe Site Manager) presence, quiet efficiency and 
his knack of obtaining the best from the people he works with. 
The project has gone well and am pleased with the aesthetic 
of the building.”
Wendy Goodinson, Project Manager, Synergy

“I have been impressed with Ashe’s aftercare service, and all 
issues are dealt with promptly. I would not hesitate working 
with Ashe again”
Corrine Groves, Deputy Head Teacher
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Silsoe Lower School 
Construction of a new two form entry lower school, together with pre-school and BSED 
facilities and associated external works, mains services and drainage.

Luton, LU3 3NT

Keech Hospice Care

40 weeks

£2m

Silsoe, MK45 4GP

Cental Bedfordshire Council

44 weeks

£5.3m
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Bedford College LLDD
D&B construction of a new three storey building in two parts. Project 1 comprises 2/3 
of the overall scheme, a three storey building for classroom and amentities. Project 2 
makes up the final 1/3 of the overall building.

Bedford, MK42 9AH

Bedford College

46 weeks

£2m

“A great example of how all of our students have been able to work 
with a first class contractor to create a real asset for the community.”

Mark Eustace, Project Manager, Bedford College
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Bedford Engineering 
Centre
Technology Building with Electrical and Engineering workshops and associated works.

Bedford, MK42 9AH

Bedford College

48 weeks

£5m

“We’re delighted with the new Advanced Engineering Centre at 
Bedford College. It combines quality materials and products with 
simple but effective design. The interior design allows the students to 
fully understand the relationship between the structure and building 
services as they are all exposed to be seen. The exterior elevations 
combine glass and steel products to create a Hi-Tech looking building, 
exactly what we wanted for an Engineering centre of excellence. The 
quality of the finishing is to a high level and has proved massively 
popular with the staff and students.”

Mark Eustace, Project Manager, Bedford College
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contact us
Discuss your next project with 
our expert team

Andrew Morris
Business Development Director
t. 01462 630 658
m. 07976 830 905
e. andrew.morris@ashegroup.co.uk

Ross Kent
Framework Manager
t. 01462 426 763
m. 07500 661 665
e. ross.kent@ashegroup.co.uk

Lesleyanne Walsh
Senior Design Manager
t. 01462 630 650
m. 07468 698 160
e. lesleyanne.walsh@ashegroup.co.uk

Ashe is committed to protecting the privacy and security 
of your personal information.



Ashe Construction Ltd
Ashe House, Cooks Way, Hitchin,
Hertfordshire, SG4 0JE
T: 01462 630 630 
E: hitchin@ashegroup.co.uk

www.ashegroup.co.uk


